REIT/COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE (CRE) CHEAT SHEET

NEWS
TOPR <GO> – TOP Real Estate News
NI REL <GO> – Real Estate, REIT News
NI REIT <GO> – REIT News
NI REALDEALS <GO> – Real Estate Transactions
NI BMRREL <GO> – Real Estate Research

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE THIRD PARTY DATA
REIS <GO> – REIS, Inc. – Market Fundamentals
RCA <GO> – Real Capital Analytics – Transaction Data
CUSH <GO> – Cushman Wakefield – Market Fundamentals
BI OFCRN INDD <GO> – CBRE–EA Industry Data Library (Office)
BI OFCRN 1162 <GO> – REIS Operating Statistics by Market (Office)
BI OFCRN 1098 <GO> – RCA Transaction Data by Market (Office)
BI RETRN INDD <GO> – CBRE–EA Industry Data Library (Apartment)
BI RETRN 1162 <GO> – REIS Operating Statistics by Market (Apartment)
BI APTR 1098 <GO> – RCA Transaction Data by Market (Apartment)
BI RETRN INDD <GO> – CBRE–EA Industry Data Library (Retail)
BI RETRN 1162 <GO> – REIS Operating Statistics by Market (Retail)
BI RETRN 1099 <GO> – RCA Transaction Data by Market (Retail)
BI HLCR INDD <GO> – National Investment Center – Senior Housing

SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
RV <GO> – Relative Valuation
CAST <GO> – Capital Structure
EEO <GO> – Consensus Earnings Estimate Overview
EEB <GO> – Consensus Estimate Detail
EEG <GO> – Estimates Graph
MA <GO> – Commercial Real Estate M&A
HDS <GO> – Equity Ownership Detail
CFS <GO> – Company Filings
EVTS <GO> – Events Calendar

TENANT BANKRUPTCY & OTHER LEGAL FILINGS
BBLS <GO> – Bloomberg Law Search
BLRW <GO> – Company Report Writer
BBLR <GO> – Real Estate Law and Industry Reports
LITI <GO> – Litigation by Company

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Industries Directory
BI APTR <GO> – Apartments REITs
BI HLCR <GO> – Healthcare REITs
BI OFCR <GO> – Office REITs
BI RETR <GO> – Retail REITs (Shopping Centers and Malls)

Bloomberg
MORTGAGE RATES & STATISTICS
BBMD <GO> – BB Mortgage Delinquency
CWSG <GO> – CRE Financing Spreads – Cushman Wakefield
MCAL <GO> – Structured Finance Calendar
BI APTRN 1097 <GO> – Apartment REIT
Unsecured Debt Pricing
BI OFCRN 1097 <GO> – Office REIT
Unsecured Debt Pricing
BI RETRN 1097 <GO> – Retail REIT
Unsecured Debt Pricing
BI HLCRN 1097 <GO> – Healthcare REIT
Unsecured Debt Pricing

OTHER CRE INDUSTRY TOOLS
TLA <GO> – Real Estate Alert - Publication
HSST <GO> – U.S. Housing
BLSE <GO> – U.S. Employment
HOIN <GO> – Global Housing and Construction Data
ECO21 <GO> – Real Estate Economic Calendar
INREV <GO> – European Real Estate Pricing Indices
ANREV <GO> – Asian Real Estate Pricing Indices
INVP <GO> – IPD Global Pricing Indices

BLOOMBERG CMBS TOOLS
CMB <GO> – CMBS Overview
CRE <GO> – CRE Overview
CFAQ <GO> – CMBS FAQ
CMBH <GO> – CMBS Demo
ICMB <GO> – CMBS Issuance
CMBS <GO> – CMBS Deal Search
BMMI <GO> – Credit Models
MAPI <GO> – Mortgages for API
PLKU <GO> – Property Lookup
LLKU <GO> – CMBS Loan Search
RESL <GO> – U.S. Real Estate Leads
BLNR <GO> – Balloon Risk Analysis
CPRT <GO> – CMBS Cap Rate Data